
Cookies Policy  
 
By clicking on or navigating rawg.io (“RAWG”), you agree to allow us to collect information on and off RAWG 
through cookies. This policy explains how we use cookies and the choices you have.  
 
Cookies are small pieces of text entered into the memory of your browser by a website, allowing the website 
to store information on your device and later retrieve it.  
 
RAWG uses different types of cookies, some of which are placed by third-party services. The law states 
that we can store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary for the operation of RAWG. You can 
manage the settings for all other types of cookies at any time. 
 
Types of cookies 
 
› Session and persistent cookies 
 

Session cookies last as long as your online session, and disappear from your device when you close 
your browser. 
 
Persistent cookies stay on your device after you close your browser and last for a time specified in the 
cookie (unless deleted by you earlier).  

 
› First-party and third-party cookies 
 

First party cookies are by RAWG. Only we can read them. 
 
Third-party cookies are set by someone other than RAWG. You may adjust your browser settings to 
prevent the receipt of third-party cookies, or to provide notification whenever such third-party cookies 
are sent to you (more details in How you can manage cookies) 

 
Why we use cookies 
 
While the cookies that we use may change from time to time as we improve and update RAWG, the cookies 
we use serve the following main purposes:  
 
› Strictly necessary cookies are essential for the operation of RAWG, so that you can move around 

the website and use its features. Without these cookies some parts of RAWG will not work.  
 
› Functional cookies allow RAWG to remember choices you make to provide better functionality and 

personalised features. These cookies may be set by us or by third-party services we have added to our 
pages. If you do not allow these cookies then some or all of these services may not function properly. 

 
› Performance (statistical) cookies help us improve the performance of RAWG based on the 

information about how RAWG is used, for example, page views and traffic sources.  
 
› Targeting (marketing) cookies may be used to build a profile of your interests and show you relevant 

adverts on other websites. These cookies be set through RAWG by us or our advertising partners. 
 
List of cookies we use 
 

Name Provider Type Purpose Expiry 
_ga .rawg.io    
__cfduid .rawg.io    
intercom-idnfwtx… .rawg.io Functional To enable intercom 

service 
 

_gid .rawg.io    
referer rawg.io Targeting To track where 

you’ve from did user 
came to rawg 

 

local-notification-… rawg.io Functional Storing state of 
notifications switch 

 



csrftoken api.rawg.io Functional CSRF-Security 
token 

 

dg api.rawg.io    
my .yandex.ru Performance Analytics  
yp .yandex.ru    
fuid01 .yandex.ru    
mda .yandex.ru    
_ym_uid .yandex.ru    
_ym_d .yandex.ru    
i .yandex.ru    
yandexuid .yandex.ru    
_ym_wasSynced .yandex.ru    
yabs-sid mc.yandex.ru    
_dpm_id.5467 .doubleclick.net Targeting Advert  
IDE .doubleclick.net    
DSID .doubleclick.net    
sb .facebook.com Targeting Advert  
datr .facebook.com    
fr .facebook.com    
xs .facebook.com    
dpr .facebook.com    
wd .facebook.com    
pl .facebook.com    
spin .facebook.com    
__qca .redditmedia.com Functional   
__cfduid .imgur.com Functional   
     
     

 
How you can manage cookies 
 
You can delete the cookies installed in the past and manage preferences for cookies in your browser 
settings. Find out how to manage your cookies in the most commonly used browsers:  

› Google Chrome 
› Mozilla Firefox 
› Apple Safari 
› Microsoft Internet Explorer 

 
You can manage preferences for third-party cookies via the tools provided by those parties. For example, 
you can manage Google’s cookies by visiting Google Ad Settings or installing Google Analytics Opt-out 
Browser Add-on.  
 
You may also follow the instructions provided by the EDAA (EU), the Network Advertising Initiative (US), 
the Digital Advertising Alliance (US), DAAC (Canada), DDAI (Japan) or other similar services. Such 
initiatives allow you to select tracking preferences for most of the advertising tools. 
 
Changes to this Cookies Policy 
 
We keep this Cookies Policy under regular review. We strongly encourage you to check this page 
https://rawg.io/privacy_policy] often, referring to the listed date of the last modification.  
 
Effective Date: 25/05/2018 
 
************ 
 
Learn about how we process personal data in our Privacy Policy.  
 


